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Kisses through the decades by Brian Harris (26)
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace in the Barracca Gardens above the harbour at Valletta, Malta. 2006  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace during a May Day demonstration in London. 2001  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace in the Bernese Oberland, Switzerland.  2003  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A pensioners day out to Southend-on sea, Essex,Britain. 2003  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  Kiss at Samuel ward School, Haverhill, Suffolk. Photographed with permission of the school as part of a day in the life story. 2004  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  Paris, france. Kiss in the jardin des tuileries.1988. Paris, France.   ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace and spot the photographer on the ferry to the Curonian Spit National Park from Klaipeda in Lithuania. 2001  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  New years eve 1985, Trafalgar Square, London.   ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace on the waterfront of the Bay of Naples, Italy. 2001  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace at a Christmas market in Berlin, Germany. 2005  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace at the May Ball, Jesus College, Cambridge. Photographed with permission for Stern magazine. 1986.   ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  Czechoslovakia, Prague,1989 during the Velvet Revolution, the fall of communism in Eastern Europe. Lovers outside the Jewish Cemetery in U Stareho Hrbitova.  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  The photographers son Jacob,4, kisses his reflection in Cambridge. Model released. 1998  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace at the Grand National in 1985.  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A kiss in Pisa Tuscany Italy. September 2016.  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A kiss at Rheinfall Rhine Falls Switzerland July 2016.  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  Kiss at Canary Wharf during break in concert London September 2015  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace in the entrance area to tThe Turner Contemporary Art Gallery, Margate,Kent. 2014  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple kiss on the wall of the Belgrade Fortress in Serbia. 2012   ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  Lovers kiss in a quiet street. Florence,Tuscany,Italy.  2010  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace on a bridge over the River Arno in Florence, Italy. 2009.  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace in Montmartre,Paris at dusk. 2007  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple kiss on Regents Street, London while doing their Christmas shopping. 2006.   ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace on a bridge over the River Cam in Cambridge,Britain. 2006  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  A couple embrace on the cliffs at Cap Blanc-Nez, Pas de Calais, France. 2004  ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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Part of a series of images produced by the photographer while travelling  as a working photo-journalist on the subject of 'love'.  Piccadilly Circus London England. 1977 Kissing couple under the staue of Eros in Piccadilly amongst rubbish   ? Brian Harris / eyevine
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